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For network administrators, support professionals, and system designers, intimate knowledge of the network protocols that are the foundation of the Internet is crucial. Internet Core Protocols: The Definitive Guide is a superb summary of the nitty-gritty details of the most important Net standards.
 This book assumes you have a working knowledge of networks and a basic familiarity with TCP/IP. Unlike the cursory coverage of TCP/IP found in many Internet titles, this presentation includes low-level details that aid in troubleshooting. It also includes a copy of Shomiti Surveyor Lite--a utility for analyzing network traffic. Extensive screen shots of Surveyor Lite also illustrate data fields.

 Each protocol is examined closely, using network diagrams and detailed breakdowns of the fields and flags. In addition to TCP, IP and UDP, there is far-reaching discussion of multicasting and error communication protocols, including practical application issues such as caching and timeouts to provide a real-world perspective.

 In addition to an education into the particulars of the Net's underpinnings, this book is an excellent reference tool. --Stephen W. Plain

 Topics covered: TCP/IP overview, Internet Protocol (IP), Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), Multicasting, Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP), Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

If you've ever been responsible for a network, you know that sinkingfeeling: your pager has gone off at 2 a.m., the network is broken, and you can't figure out why by using a dial-in connection from home. You drive into the office, dig out your protocol analyzer, and spend the next four  hours trying to put things back together before the staff shows up for work.    When this happens, you often find yourself looking at the low-level guts of the Internet protocols: you're deciphering individual packets, trying to figure out what is (or isn't) happening. Until now, the only real guide to the protocols has been the Internet RFCs--and they're hardly  what you want to be reading late at night when your network is down. There hasn't been a good book on the fundamentals of IP networking aimed at network administrators--until now.     Internet Core Protocols: The Definitive Guide contains all the information you need for low-level network debugging. It provides thorough coverage of the fundamental protocols in the TCP/IP suite: IP, TCP, UDP, ICMP, ARP (in its many variations), and IGMP. (The companion volume, Internet Application Protocols: The Definitive Guide,  provides detailed information about the commonly used application protocols, including HTTP, FTP, DNS, POP3, and many others). It includes many packet captures, showing you what to look for and how to interpret all the fields. It has been brought up to date with the latest developments in real-world IP networking.      The CD-ROM included with the book contains Shomiti's "Surveyor Lite," a packet analyzer that runs on Win32 systems, plus the original RFCs, should you need them for reference. Together, this package includes everything you need to troubleshoot your network--except coffee. 
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Coding Freedom: The Ethics and Aesthetics of HackingPrinceton Press, 2012

	Who are computer hackers? What is free software? And what does the emergence of a community dedicated to the production of free and open source software--and to hacking as a technical, aesthetic, and moral project--reveal about the values of contemporary liberalism? Exploring the rise and political significance of the free and open source...
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Emergent Web Intelligence: Advanced Semantic Technologies (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2010

	The success of the World Wide Web depends on the ability of users to store, process
	and retrieve digital information regardless of distance boundaries, languages
	and domains of knowledge. The universality and flexibility of the World Wide Web
	have also enabled the rapid growth of a variety of new services and applications
	based on...
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HTML Mastery: Semantics, Standards, and StylingFriends of Ed, 2006
Why settle for average HTML, when you can become a master of it? Markup is the fabric that holds the web together, but most people only scratch the surface of what can be achieved using (X)HTML.
 
 That's where this unique book comes in—it's aimed at web designers and developers who have already mastered the basics of HTML and web...
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iPhone and iPad Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your iPhone and iPad Apps (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	Over the past three years, I have witnessed something


	remarkable as iPhone and iPad developers have created

	and posted apps to Apple’s App Store at a breathtaking

	pace. The App Store has swelled to more than 400,000

	apps and still shows no signs of abating. The gold rush to

	sell iPhone and...
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The Handbook of Optical Communication Networks (Electrical Engineering Handbook)CRC Press, 2003

	During the last 3 decades, the field of telecommunications has witnessed tremendous growth. Proliferation of the Internet has started a true revolution that is expected to continue through the foreseeable future. Three factors have played major roles in the unprecedented growth of this field:

	

	• Users’ incessant...
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JUNOS OS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2011

	Welcome to Junos OS For Dummies. This book provides you with a handy reference for configuring and running Junos software on Juniper Networks products. (We won’t bore you with how Junos got here, but you can discover more about Juniper Networks and the evolution of Junos software at www.juniper.net/company.)
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